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Abstract—Traffic measurements, road safety studies, and
surveys are required for efficient road planning and ensuring
the safety of transportation. Unfortunately, these methods can
be cumbersome and very expensive. In this paper we point
out a source of transportation information that is based on
collaborative community-based navigation applications, such as
Waze. Partial and anonimized information publicly exposed by
Waze through their application provides valuable information
that can significantly ease the future of transportation studies.
Moreover, we show that Waze user reports may expose locations plagued with accidents but in lacking police coverage.
This knowledge may help police departments to improve road
safety by relocating the police units to these locations. Lastly,
the data discussed in this paper connects transportation and
road safety research to location based services and social
network platforms.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, due to the increasing popularity of smart
devices that contain positioning components, many geosocial networks have emerged. Geosocial networks, such as
FourSquare1 , Facebook Places2 , Google Latitiude3 , Mobli4
and Waze5 , already have millions of active users. These
networks provide their users with the ability to associate
content with geographic locations. Usually, these geosocial
networks use locations reported by users in order to provide
various location-based services, such as geotagging [1] and
friend tracking [2].
In addition, geosocial networks can use their enormous
dataset of collected user locations to offer their users crowdsourcing location based services, like traffic monitoring5
and travel recommendation6 . In this paper, we focus on the
the Waze geosocial network which provides a communitybased turn-by-turn navigation application. Based on the
driving speed of its, users Waze infers the most up-to-date
road conditions in order to recommend the best driving
routes. Waze users can also report accidents, traffic jams,
speed traps, and nearby police units. All this information is
1 https://foursquare.com
2 https://www.facebook.com/about/location
3 https://www.google.com/latitude
4 http://www.mobli.com
5 http://www.waze.com
6 http://www.cityowls.com

publicly available and can be obtained by web scrapping.
Waze makes significant efforts to preserve the privacy of its
users. Privacy concerns and possible implications are out of
the scope of this paper. However, available information, in
its aggregated form, can be very useful for many tasks, such
as improving road safety and deployment of police units,
just to name a few. In this study, we show how information
created by the Waze’s user community helps to identify
dangerous intersections and locations that are plagued on
a daily basis by reoccurring accidents. The “police nearby”
reports may be used to study the deployment of police units
and their effectiveness, measure the police response time to
an accident, and more. We also show that there are in fact
areas with a relatively high police presence yet without any
reported accidents.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we give a brief overview of studies in the
field of geosocial networks and transportation networks.
In Section III, we describe the methods and experiments
that were used in our study. In Section IV, we present the
obtained results. In Section V, we present our conclusions
from this study and lastly, In Section VI, we offer future
research directions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Geosocial Networks
Geosocial networks are relatively new research field that
has only been development in the last few years. In 2010,
Lee and Sumiya [3] used data collected from Twitter to
develop the geosocial event detection system. In 2011,
Lindqvist et al. [4] examined the reasons on which people
use location sharing applications. In the same year, Noulas et
al. [5] studied the user behavior in the FourSquare geosocial
network in an effort to better understand human mobility
patterns. Cho et al. [6] also studied human mobility patterns
by using data from BrightKite, Gowalla and cellphone
location data. In 2012, Sadilek et al. [7] used 2.5 million
geo-tagged Twitter messages and modeled the spreading of
infectious diseases throughout a real-world population.
B. Transportation Networks
Aside from increased usage of location based services, the
widespread use of cellular phones can provide us with data
for a comprehensive study of travel behavior based on the

mobility patterns of randomly selected mobile phones in the
transportation system [8], [9]. The network in [9] was created for the National Israeli Transportation Planning Model.
In such networks, hourly flows and congested travel times
are usually obtained using traffic assignment models [10],
[11], [12] from the road network topology and estimated
Origin-Destination matrices. Using data from Waze, it is
possible to obtain high quality flow and travel time data in
order to calibrate and/or validate traffic assignment models.
III. M ETHODS AND E XPERIMENTS
In order to conduct our study, we collected data from the
Waze geosocial network by using a dedicated Web crawler
which collected accidents reports, police units nearby reports, traffic jams reports, speed traps reports, and traffic data
from the Waze application. The Waze geosocial network has
more than 1.1 million active users in Israel and may provide
good coverage of main areas in Israel [13]. Therefore, our
Web crawler focused on user’s reports in Israel and collected
report data from 31 different days between the months of
May and June 2012.
The collected data included 5,369 accident reports and
29,789 nearby police reports. For every report, we collected
the report location and the time of the report. To to avoid
duplicate reports of the same event, we partitioned the
monitored geographical region into a grid of cells of around
0.25 square kilometres per areal unit. Next, for each areal
unit, we counted how many accidents and nearby police
reports were reported. Then, for each area unit, we gave
a score of between 0 and 31, according to the number
of different days in which accidents occurred at the areal
unit. We also repeated the same process and gave similar
scores according to the number of police nearby reports
in each areal unit. We used the Google Earth software7 to
visualize heat maps of the areal units that received high
scores and were considered more dangerous than other area
units. Using the heat maps, we manually identified each
one of these area units and checked whether the area unit
contained of an intersection. We also used the heat maps to
identify area units that received a relatively high score due to
reported police nearby user reports and which considered to
be more monitored areas. Moreover, by using plot chart and
linear regression techniques, we also identified area units
with anomalies. For example, we identified area units with
relatively high police activities but without a single reported
accident.
In this study, we also checked how many area units with
reported accidents did not contain any police nearby reports.
Additionally, we also evaluated the average response time in
which police units arrive to the scene of reported accidents.
These calculations were carried out by randomly choosing
1,000 reported accidents and checking whether if, after
7 http://earth.google.com

Figure 1. Distribution of the accidents score across area units only a few
area units have many reoccurring accidents on a daily bases.

the initial report of the accident, a police nearby reported
followed. We then calculated the time elapsed starting from
the initial accident report until the first police nearby report
in a radius of 0.25 kilometres from the accident reports. In
order to avoid accidents that were already reported, we only
randomly chose accident reports in locations where no other
accident was reported in at least one hour before in a radius
of 0.25 kilometres from the location of the reported accident.
IV. R ESULTS
In the end of the process, we discovered 2,743 area units
with at least one accident, 312 area units with a score of
equal or greater than 3, and 19 area units with a score equal
or greater than seven (see Figure 1). Moreover, as a result of
the data analysis, we also identified 579 different locations
which had at least five reoccurring accidents during the 31
days (see Figure 1). These 579 locations were responsible for
5,156 reported accidents, more than half of all the reported
accidents. We also identified 3,555 locations where police
nearby were reported at least 15 times.
By using heat maps together with the Google Earth
software, we identified geographic locations which received
the highest reoccurring accidents and police nearby scores
(See Figure 2). By manually reviewing the locations of
the reported accidents, we noticed that at least 75% of
the twenty area units which received the highest score due
to reoccurring accidents were intersections. Moreover, 40%
percent of the top 20 area units which received the highest

Figure 2. Satellite image from Google Earth combined with accident and police report heatmap - area units with high accident scores (marked as red
and white ellipses) and high police scores (marked as purple circles). The area units with high accidents score are mainly intersections.

where R = 0.198, and p−value = 2.2e−16. Furthermore,
using the plot chart (see Figure 3), we noticed area units
with anomalies between their police score and their accidents
score. These anomalies assisted in identify the geographic
areas with a relatively high number of accidents and a low
number of police nearby reports, or areas with many police
nearby reports but without any accidents. We also calculated
the average reported time between accident reports and the
police nearby reports in the same area unit. The results
indicate that out of 1,000 reported accidents, only 321 were
followed by police nearby reports and the average police
response time were 1,720 seconds with M edian = 1, 172.

road safety. According to our results, it is possible to
identify the intersections and areas which are more likely
to suffer from accidents by analyzing user accidents reports
in Waze. As expected, most of the area units that received the
highest accident and police nearby scores were intersections.
Moreover, we discovered 579 locations that were responsible
for more than half of the reported accidents. We believe
that improving road safety and increasing law enforcement
in these locations can save lives. Furthermore, by analyzing
the user police nearby reports, and by using a plot chart
combined with linear regression, we could identify the area
units in which there are many accidents and not enough
police coverage, or high police coverage but without any
reported accidents. Identifying these problematic areas can
assist in improving the police unit deployment and help
prevent future accidents.
Using the presented methods, we also estimated that
the percentage of accidents that did not include police
intervention is 67.9%, and the average response time of the
police to an accident is 28.66 minutes. Using the presented
methods of timing police arrival time to an accident can
assist in identifying problematic unit areas in which police
take a long time to respond to.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this study, we presented our initial methods and results
in a study of Geosocial networks with the aim of improving

VI. F UTURE D IRECTIONS
This study is an initial study which has many possible
future directions. A possible direction is to measure the

score due to police nearby reports were also intersections.
These results are consistent with known statistics about
traffic accidents which evaluate that around 50% of urban
crashes and 30% of rural crashes occur at intersections [14].
Next, we used plot chart and linear regression methods to
find the correlation between the number of accident reports
and the number of police nearby reports in each area unit.
Using linear regression, we deduce the following regression
equation
scoreaccidents = 0.132scorepolice + 0.19
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Figure 3. The ratio between an accident’s area unit score and the police
area unit score. The circles marked in red indicate area units with anomalies.
For example, the four lower marked circles indicate area units with a high
police nearby score, but without any accidents.

police influence on accident rates for different types of
roads. Other possible direction is to measure the influence
of speed cameras on accident rates. Additional possible
direction is to use anomaly detection algorithms in order
to automatically identify area units that have many reported
accidents but insufficient police coverage. Another possible
future direction is to use machine learning techniques to
understand the causes that make some intersections more
dangerous than others.
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